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1 Outline

This supplementary document provides more analyses and results that were not included in the main paper due to space limitations. The contents are organized as follows.

• **Section 2**: Detailed explanation and analysis of our synthetic data generation method for training CEILNet in the reflection removal task.
• **Section 3**: Comparison of an I-CNN network with varying convolutional layers against the full CEILNet pipeline.
• **Section 4**: Visualization of more edge maps predicted by E-CNN for both the reflection removal and image smoothing tasks.
• **Section 5**: More visual comparisons with existing deep image smoothing networks.
• **Section 6**: More visual comparisons with our baselines and existing methods on the reflection removal problem.
• **Section 7**: More visual results of our CEILNet on both synthetic and real reflection images. For the latter, our network is the only approach capable of reliably separating a series of difficult single real-world images into reflection and background layers without strong additional priors.
• **Section 8**: More visual results of our CEILNet for different smoothing filters.

∗This work was done when Qingnan Fan was an intern at MSR.
2 Complete description of our synthetic reflection image generation process

Real images with ground truth background and reflection layers are difficult to obtain. In the main paper, we have proposed a novel reflection image data generation method for producing synthetic training data. Here we first elaborate on why simply mixing two images does not work well for this purpose, followed by a thorough explanation of how our more involved generation strategy operates.

2.1 The problem with naively mixing two images

To generate enough data for training a deep network, a naive approach is to simply mix a candidate background layer \( \mathbf{B} \) and reflection layer \( \mathbf{R} \) to create new synthetic image samples via \( \mathbf{I} = \nu_1 \mathbf{B} + \nu_2 \mathbf{R} \), where \( \nu_1 \) and \( \nu_2 \) are relative scaling coefficients that sum to one to avoid overflow or image clipping (e.g., 0.7 and 0.3 respectively). Indeed this exact strategy has been widely used in previous works to create ground-truth for analysis and quantitative evaluation [9, 7, 3, 5, 14]. But as a viable source of training data, this approach is problematic based on several inconsistencies with natural images:

- First, both \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \mathbf{R} \) should not be scaled. In real-world images, background and reflection layers contain various levels of luminance, from the darkest to the brightest color. Scaling the images not only constrains each layer within a relatively smaller color range, but also suppresses abrupt color transitions, especially for the reflection layer.
- Second, in typical images the reflection layer will only partially cover the background. In fact, the visibility of the reflection layer depends on the relative intensity between the transmitted light from the background scene and the reflected light. Hence we often observe large regions where no reflection is visible at all, even for scenes viewed entirely through a window or other glass surface.

In Section 6 below we demonstrate that training with such linearly mixed images does not perform well.

2.2 Details of our alternative generation method

Our proposed pipeline is annotated in Figure 1, with an illustrative example at the top and detailed explanations of each step shown below. The crux of our method is a heuristic and simple subtraction operation: to simulate real-life reflection images, we sum up an unmodified natural image \( \mathbf{B} \) and another attenuated natural image \( \mathbf{R} \), which is subtracted by one single, adaptively-computed value across the whole image (see Step 4 in Figure 1).

The advantages of this subtraction strategy (which replaces any scaling operation) can be summarized as follows:

- First, the oversaturation side effects in \( \mathbf{I} \) generated by directly adding up \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \tilde{\mathbf{R}} \) are eliminated mostly; see the difference of generated reflection images \( \mathbf{I} \) in Step 2 and Step 6 of Figure 1.
- Second, large gradients or abrupt color transitions in the original reflection layer are well maintained, as subtracting a scalar from the whole image does not affect luminance differences while the scaling operation used by naive mixing does.
- Third, strong reflections can occur as in real-world cases, especially when the given background layer is relatively dark such that oversaturation is insignificant and the subtracted part of the reflection in Step 4 (which is proportional to the mean) is small. This adaptively enables a wider color range for the reflection layer when the background is weak.
- Lastly, reflection-free regions can also naturally arise, since the subtraction and color clipping may lead to zero brightness in the reflection layer.
Randomly pick two natural images normalized to $[0, 1]$ as background layer $B$ and reflection layer $R$ respectively, then:

**Step 1.** $\tilde{R} \leftarrow \text{gauss\_blur}_\sigma(R)$ with $\sigma \sim \mathcal{U}(2, 5)$

$\triangleright$ Blur the reflection layer with a Gaussian filter. The standard deviation of the Gaussian filter is randomly picked in a wide range of $[2, 5]$ to accommodate more diversity in the reflection layer.

**Step 2.** $I \leftarrow B + \tilde{R}$

$\triangleright$ Tentatively generate the synthesized image by directly adding up the background layer and the (blurred) reflection layer.

**Step 3.** $m \leftarrow \text{mean}(\{I(x, c) \mid I(x, c) > 1, \forall x, \forall c = 1, 2, 3\})$

$\triangleright$ Calculate the mean of all the color (R, G, B) values in the synthesized image that are out of color range (i.e., above 1).

**Step 4.** $\tilde{R}(x, c) \leftarrow \tilde{R}(x, c) - \gamma \cdot (m - 1), \forall x, \forall c$

$\triangleright$ Reduce the color (R, G, B) values of the reflection layer by the calculated mean (the overflowed fraction only; hence $m - 1$). We also magnify the subtracted part by a scalar $\gamma$ set as 1.3 to further attenuate the reflection. We found that this heuristic for reflection layer attenuation works well in practice (and our networks are trained exclusively via data obtained this way), although there may exist other possible choices.

**Step 5.** $\tilde{R} \leftarrow \text{clip}_{[0, 1]}(\tilde{R})$

$\triangleright$ Clip the color values of the reflection layer to the valid range (to deal with negative values arisen due to the subtraction in Step 4).

**Step 6.** $I \leftarrow \text{clip}_{[0, 1]}(B + \tilde{R})$

$\triangleright$ Generate the final image by adding up the background layer and the modified reflection layer followed by clipping the color to the valid range (to deal with values above 1).

Output $I$ as the synthesized image with $B$ as the ground-truth background layer, and $I - B$ as the ground-truth reflection layer.

Figure 1: Our reflection image data synthesis pipeline for weakly-supervised learning. We illustrate the process with an example (top), followed by detailed step-by-step explanations (bottom).
3 Performance using an I-CNN without predicted edges

In Section 5.1 of the main paper, we described the performance of a single I-CNN (which is equivalent to our CEILNet pipeline without the E-CNN and edge supervision) as more convolution layers are stacked. Figure 2 presents the detailed results. As can be seen, using I-CNN only the performance gets saturated very quickly, and the best performing 70 layer I-CNN (PSNR 33.37 dB) lags far behind the CEILNet (PSNR 37.10 dB), even though the latter has fewer parameters (CEILNet has basically the same number of parameters as a 64 layer I-CNN).

![Figure 2: Performance of a simple I-CNN network with respect to network depth for the task of learning an $L_0$ smoothing filter [10]. When the depth is 64, the I-CNN has basically the same number of parameters as our proposed CEILNet. Clearly, the benefit of the latter is not just a larger parameter set, but rather its purposeful integration with the E-CNN.](image-url)


4 Edge map visualization and analysis

In this section, we present more edge maps generated by our E-CNN in both image smoothing (Figure 3 top two rows) and reflection removal (Figure 3 bottom two rows).

In the image smoothing task, fundamental image constituents, e.g., salient edges, will be maintained, and insignificant details will be diminished. In our method, the edge map of the target image is predicted by E-CNN, then used to process the input image and generate the result with I-CNN. The two examples in Figure 3 show that our E-CNN is able to remove the insignificant details, meanwhile preserving prominent edges and rendering them visually more distinct. With the guidance of the predicted edge map, I-CNN generates high fidelity smoothing results compared to the original filter (RTV [12] in these examples).

For separating reflection and background layers, edges can still play an important role to differentiate the two independent layers [4, 13, 14]. Different from image smoothing, in this task the desired edge map is from the entire image structure of the background layer only. As shown in the bottom two rows of Figure 3, our E-CNN can remove the edges belonging to reflections and I-CNN can reconstruct clean background images. Comparison of the results with and without edge prediction can be found in Section 6 below.

Figure 3: Visualization of the predicted edge maps in the image smoothing (top two rows) and reflection removal (bottom two rows) tasks. GT denotes ground truth.
5 Detailed comparison of different deep image smoothing networks

In the main paper, we have compared with existing deep image smoothing methods [11, 6] quantitatively and qualitatively. Here we analyze these methods and compare them with ours in more details. Additional qualitative comparisons are also provided in Figure 4.

The approach from [11] predicts the gradient map of the target image using a shallow network (3 convolution layers), and reconstructs the smoothed images by solving a separate optimization problem. One potential drawback of this method is that the optimization step completely relies on the predicted gradient map, and the gradient errors can easily spread to a surrounding area (see the boundary of “bull” and “building” cases in Figure 4). Our predicted edge map also represents sparse salient structures similar to the gradient map in [11]. But unlike [11], our image reconstruction is learned by the deep neural network, which exhibits higher robustness to errors of the predicted edge map.

The method of [6] generates smoothed images using separable recursive 1D filters based on the predicted weight maps by a CNN. Their weight map serves a similar role with a gradient map; however, it seems impracticable that one single (parameter-free) filtering technique in [6] can well approximate various existing edge-aware filters of different effects and disparate algorithm details, even if the weight map in [6] is generated by a CNN trained for each filter. As can be seen in the row of Figure 4, their learned $L_0$ filter turns out to have some obvious artifacts. In contrast, our filtering process is based on a network with parameters trained for each smoothing algorithm, which can generate more accurate approximations for different smoothing algorithms.

6 Detailed comparison with our baselines and previous methods on the reflection removal task

In the main paper (Figure 5), we have presented one real image result comparison between our CEILNet and two of its baselines: 1) CEILNet trained using naïvely generated reflection images and 2) I-CNN only (i.e., without the predicted edge from E-CNN). We now provide more explanations and comparisons as follows. By “ naïve”, we mean linearly combining the background and reflection layer with two constant coefficients that sum up to 1 (see also Section 2.1). In our experiments, the coefficients vary in a wide range to account for different situations: $[0.6, 0.9]$ for $B$ (thus $[0.1, 0.4]$ for $R$). As shown in Figure 5, CEILNet-naïve can hardly remove real-life reflections; its results are clearly not comparable to CEILNet, which demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed training image synthesis method. The results from an I-CNN only are better than CEILNet-naïve with more reflections removed, but are still clearly inferior compared to CEILNet. The advantage of our edge prediction is therefore also demonstrated.

The method of [5], perhaps the most closely related algorithm to ours\(^1\), shares some similar properties as CEILNet-naïve. It assumes that (i) it is less likely to have abrupt color transition in the reflection layer, and (ii) reflection is almost everywhere in the image (i.e., reflection-free regions are rare). As can be seen in the last row of Figure 5, it tends to extract reflections that are very blurry and cover the whole image. Note that the fourth example in (d) is an image collected from [5]. On such cases where the assumptions from [5] are valid, our method performs comparably with [5]. But on other cases that are more difficult (and yet more common, such as other images in Figure 5 and the images in Section 7), our method excels.

---

\(^1\)The method of [8] also performs reflection removal from a single image automatically like ours. However, their method is restricted to images that contain ghost effects with two ghost layers. For reflection images beyond this limited scope (such as most of the images in our main paper and this supplementary file), their method does not work at all.
Figure 4: Qualitative comparison on the image smoothing task. All the methods are trained to approximate $L_0$ smoothing [10]. Top: Comparison with Xu et al. [11]. Bottom: Comparison with Liu et al. [6] on the 256×256 image size. Our results are visually much closer to the ground truth. The numbers show the PSNR values.
Figure 5: Qualitative comparison on real reflection images with our baselines and Li and Brown [5].
7 More results for reflection removal

This section presents more qualitative results on synthetic reflection images (Figure 6, 7) and real-world photographs (Figure 8, 9, 10, 11).

We emphasize that, because no existing database of real reflection images exists with ground truth, in all cases our model was trained solely using images generated synthetically via the process described in Section 2. Moreover, given the extreme difficulty of separating a single image into background and reflection layers, no existing algorithm of any kind succeeds on these real-world cases. Nonetheless, our approach still produces reasonable results in most situations, i.e., even when reflections cannot be completely removed, the recovered background images are significantly clean relative to the original.

![More visual results of our CEILNet on synthetic reflection images. GT denotes ground truth.](image-url)
Figure 7: More visual results of our CEILNet on synthetic reflection images. GT denotes ground truth.
Figure 8: More visual results of our CEILNet on real reflection images.
Figure 9: More visual results of our CEILNet on real reflection images.
Figure 10: More results of our CEILNet on real reflection images.
Figure 11: More visual results of our CEILNet on real reflection images.
8 More results for image smoothing

In this section, we present more visual results for the image smoothing tasks (Figure 12, 13, 14, 15 16 for approximating $L_0$ [10], $L_1$ [1], RTV [12], RGF [15], WLS [2] filters respectively).

![Approximation of the $L_0$ image smoothing algorithm [10] using our CEILNet.](image)

Figure 12: Approximation of the $L_0$ image smoothing algorithm [10] using our CEILNet.
Figure 13: Approximation of the $L_1$ image smoothing algorithm [1] using our CEILNet.
Figure 14: Approximation of the RTV image smoothing algorithm [12] using our CEILNet.
Figure 15: Approximation of the RGF image smoothing algorithm [15] using our CEILNet.
Figure 16: Approximation of the WLS image smoothing algorithm [2] using our CEILNet.
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